


the new HP-21 Scientific. $125.00!

Now $125.00 buys:
• More power than our HP-35. 32pre-programmed 

functions and operations, including rectangular/ 
polar conversion, register arithmetic and common 
log evaluation.

• Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our HP-35.
• Display formatting.
• H P’s unique and efficient RPN logic system.
• H P’s quality craftsmanship.
• An unbeatable price:performance ratio.
Here are the details:
32 pre-programmed functions and operations. The
HP-21 performs all log and trig functions, the latter in 
radians or degrees. It’s our only calculator short of the 
HP-45 that lets you:
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and back 

again (->P,->R) ;
• do full register arithmetic (M -f, M —, MX, M s-) ;
• calculate a common antilog (lOx) with a single 

keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data manipula- 

tions(l / x, yx, Vx",,r) and executes all pre-programmed 
functions in one second or less.
Full display formatting. The Display key (DSP) 
allows you to choose between fixed decimal and scien
tific notation and lets you control the number of places 
displayed. (The HP-21 always uses all 10 digits 
internally.)

When a number is too large or small for fixed deci
mal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to sci
entific, so you never have to worry that the calculator 
will confuse a smaller number with zero.

Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible instruc
tion, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here’s what this unique time-and- 
error-saving logic system means for you:
• You can evaluate any expression without copying 

parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or re-struc
turing beforehand. Your calculator remembers what’s 
where— automatically.

• You can solve alt problems your way— the way you 
first learned in beginning algebra, the way you now 
use when you use a slide rule.
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• You solve alt problems—no matter how complex— 
one step at a time. You never work with more than 
two numbers at once.

• You get continuous and immediate feedback. You 
see all intermediate answers immediately, because 
your calculator executes each function immediately 
after you press the function key. Tom watch it 
happen.

• You can easily recover from errors. You can back
track when you err, because your calculator per
forms all operations sequentially.

• You can re-use numbers without re-entering them. 
Your calculator becomes your scratch pad.

H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel Prize 
winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America’s 
Cup navigators and over 500,000 other professionals 
own H-P calculators. Here are four examples of it:
• Every key on every calculator is double injection 

molded, so the symbol it carries won’t wear off. 
Every function key has a positive click action, so 
you know for sure the function has registered when 
you press one.

• There’s a moisture barrier under the keyboard to 
protect the calculator’s innards from coffee, tea, 
milk, what-have-you.

• It’s no accident that the OFF-ON switch operates 
as smoothly as it does. We greased it with silicon 
when we installed it. It’s also no accident that it 
moves in a horizontal plane. That’s to prevent it 
from moving when you put the calculator into its 
carrying case or your shirt pocket.

• The heavy gauge plastic case is designed to with
stand a long tumble to a hard floor. Incredibly, one 
FI-P pocket calculator once withstood a trip through 
a snow-blowing machine. The case cracked, but the 
machine worked.

800-538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862).The numbers 
to call for a “hands-on” demonstration. We’ll give you 
the name of a dealer near you, and we’ll send you 
detailed specifications of our new HP-21. Challenge it 
with your problems. See for yourself how much per
formance $125.00* can buy.
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